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application-specific characteristics and demands. Therefore,
relating the application run-time behavior with the capabilities
of underlying hardware resources is crucial for identifying the
potential execution bottlenecks (arising from the inefficient use
of system resources), as well as for assessing the application
potential to fully exploit the hardware capabilities.
Besides these challenges at the computer architecture level,
the inherent complexity of modern parallel applications imposes an additional burden when optimizing their execution
and improving performance on general-purpose hardware. In
particular, a single real-world application may involve a high
degree of execution heterogeneity via inclusion of several
execution phases, each exercising a specific set of hardware
resources. Hence, different application phases may experience
different execution bottlenecks from the hardware perspective,
thus requiring a set of different optimization techniques to be
applied. For example, the performance of application phases
bound by the inefficient use of memory hierarchy can be
improved by optimizing the memory access pattern and cache
utilization, while code vectorization can be applied to boost
the performance of application phases that do not fully exploit
the capability of functional units. In real-world scenarios,
even for a single application phase, it might be necessary to
simultaneously or iteratively apply several different techniques
until reaching the desired performance.
In such a broad optimization space, evaluating the benefits
and trade-offs across a set of different solutions and optimization goals is far from being a trivial task. To identify
the most appropriate implementations, optimization techniques
and main hardware execution bottlenecks, a range of complex
execution scenarios must be considered (even at the level of
a single core or a functional unit). Although architecturespecific testing and simulation environments can precisely
model the functionality of architectures and applications, these
environments are rather complex, hard to use and difficult
to develop [3, 4]. However, for fast prototyping, simple and
insightful performance models are essential and particularly
useful for computer architects and application designers, since
they provide the means to quickly assess and relate the main
characteristics of the architectures and applications, e.g., the
recently proposed Cache-aware Roofline Model (CARM) [5].
The CARM provides a simple and intuitive way of visually

Abstract—The recent increase in the complexity of processor
architectures imposes significant challenges when designing and
optimizing the execution of real-world applications, even on
general-purpose hardware. To help in this process, tools for
fast and insightful visualization of architecture and application
execution bottlenecks are particularly useful for computer architects and application engineers, such as the recently proposed
Cache-aware Roofline Model (CARM). CARM represents an
insightful architecture performance model that provides a simple
and intuitive way of visually representing the limits of parallel
processing on contemporary multi-core processors with complex
memory hierarchy. In its recent updates, Intel Advisor integrated
performance CARM into its workflow. Intel Advisor is a powerful
tool that helps application developers to extract the full potential performance out of a processor architecture, by analyzing
applications and providing hints on parallelization, vectorization
and memory access improvements. Therefore, when coupled with
CARM, Intel Advisor Roofline represents a complete analysis
and visualization framework for application characterization,
optimization, and development. This paper focuses on introducing
the CARM analysis methodology within Intel Advisor, by also
showcasing the usability of other Advisor features. For this
purpose, a set of 10 applications from different benchmark suits
were analyzed on the state-of-the-art hardware platform in order
to uncover the most critical bottlenecks and possible optimization
steps to overcome them. By following the optimization guidelines
given by Intel Advisor Roofline, the performance of several
application kernels was improved for up to 6.43 times when
compared to the unoptimized versions.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In past decades, technological improvements and microarchitectural innovation lead to an exponential performance
increase of processor architectures. This performance growth
is typically coupled with an increase in the overall system
complexity due to introduced micro-architecture and systemwide enhancements, e.g., a higher number of cores with advanced pipeline functionalities, memory hierarchy with deeper
and diversified levels, or even heterogeneous designs that
incorporate several devices with different architectures [1, 2].
However, the increased complexity and diversity of contemporary architectures impose significant challenges to ensure
efficient execution and performance portability of real-world
and commonly used applications. These challenges mainly
arise from the difficulty to fine tune the application execution
on a given computing platform in respect to the capabilities of hardware resources and their ability to satisfy the
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representing the limits of parallel processing on contemporary
multi-core processors by explicitly considering all levels of
memory hierarchy in a single plot (i.e., caches and DRAM).
It evaluates how key micro-architectural aspects, such as
accessing different functional units or different memory hierarchy levels, affect realistically achievable upper-bounds
for performance, power consumption and energy-efficiency
on a given processor architecture [5, 6]. The performance
CARM is currently integrated as an official feature of Intel
Advisor, which is part of the Parallel Studio suite (Intel’s
main application development framework) [7–9]. Within Intel
Advisor, the process of building CARM plots and in-depth
application characterization are fully automated with respect
to the hardware platform where the applications are executed,
thus they release the application developers from a typically
conducted and time consuming approach to manually construct
the model and instrument/characterize the applications.
This paper presents an experimental study that thoroughly
evaluates the capabilities of performance CARM in Intel
Advisor to provide visual insight into the source of application
performance limitations and to reveal how much potential
performance a given application can attain in order to fully
exploit the capabilities of underlying hardware resources.
For this purpose, several single-threaded and multi-threaded
applications with diverse characteristics are selected as a
representative set of real-world, scientific and commonly-used
use-cases from different application domains, such as physics,
statistics, digital signal processing and linear algebra. These
applications are rigorously analyzed on the state-of-the-art
platform with an Intel Skylake quad-core processor, in order
to showcase the usefulness and present the methodology for
interpreting the Intel Advisor CARM plots, namely to: i)
understand the correlation of application characteristics and
micro-architecture capabilities; ii) infer the potential sources
of execution bottlenecks; and iii) select the most adequate
optimization technique to improve application performance.
The presented study reveals that the Intel Advisor CARM
is a useful diagnosis tool, which can guide software developers in the optimization process, by depicting what are
the most relevant application execution bottlenecks (i.e., the
ones worthwhile of being addressed) and suggesting which
optimizations to make. It is especially useful when squeezing
the maximum performance of different application phases by
tightly coupling the insightfulness of performance CARM with
the rest of the tools provided in Intel Advisor. To demonstrate
this insightfulness, a real-word application is optimized based
on Intel Advisor Roofline guidelines, resulting in a maximum
performance improvement of 6.43 times, when compared with
the non-optimized application.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces
the Cache-Aware Roofline Model, followed by the detailed
overview of main Intel Advisor features in Section III. In
Section IV, a set of applications are experimentally analyzed
in the Intel Advisor CARM, while examples of application
optimization based on the Intel Advisor Roofline guidelines
are provided in Section V. Section VI concludes the paper.

II. C ACHE -AWARE ROOFLINE M ODEL
Contemporary general-purpose architectures include several
processing cores with a set of per-core private caches (L1, L2)
and shared memory levels, such as Last Level Cache (LLC)
and DRAM. In modern micro-architectures, the computations
and memory operations can be independently dispatched and
concurrently executed by different components in the out-oforder pipeline. Hence, from a pure micro-architecture perspective, the overall execution can be mainly limited either by the
processor computation capabilities or by the capabilities of the
memory subsystem.
By relying on this observation, the performance CARM [5]
models the performance upper-bounds for a given processor
architecture in respect to the amount of performed computations over the amount of requested data (bytes), i.e., arithmetic
intensity (AI). It is worth to note that CARM explicitly
considers all levels of memory hierarchy by observing a
complete volume of requested data. The AI and performance
can be differently expressed depending on the type of compute
instructions, e.g., floating point (FP) or integer operations.
For a specific and typically used case of FP operations
(f lops), the performance CARM assumes that the attainable
performance of the architecture (Fa , expressed in f lops/s)
is limited either by its peak FP performance (Fp ) or by the
realistically attainable bandwidth (By ) of different memory
hierarchy levels y, where y∈{L1, L2, . . . , LLC, DRAM }. Fp
and By represent the architecture-specific parameters reflecting the upper-bound capabilities of respective components,
i.e., the throughput of computational units and the attainable
bandwidth of each memory level to the core (including the
time to traverse all other memory levels positioned higher in
the memory hierarchy). Distinct bandwidth values for memory
levels are considered herein for CARM presentation simplicity,
although a general case of Total Performance CARM [6] relies
on a single bandwidth curve that includes all transitional states
when traversing the complete memory hierarchy.
For a given AI, i.e., the amount of f lops (φ) and bytes
(β), the overall execution time T (AI=φ/β) can be limited by the time to perform computations (Tc =φ/Fp ) or
by the time to perform memory operations (Tm =β/By ).
Since compute and memory operations are concurrently
performed, the overall execution time is expressed as
T (AI)= max{Tc , Tm }=φ max{1/Fp , 1/(By ×AI)}. Hence,
in the performance CARM, the attainable performance of the
architecture (Fa ) is modeled as a function of AI, such that:
Fa,y (AI) =

φ
= min {Fp , By ×AI} .
T (AI)

(1)

Figure 1 presents the performance CARM for a quad-core
Intel Skylake 6700K based system with three cache levels
and DRAM, for Double Precision (DP) FP AVX operations.
The CARM is plotted with the AI in x axis and the y axis
as the performance, both in logarithmic scale. As it can be
observed, the depicted CARM for performance contains four
slanted roofs that enclose the memory-bound regions for each
memory level, i.e., L1, L2, L3 and DRAM, respectively. As
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Being the property of the algorithm, the AI of application
point is not expected to significantly vary when applying
optimization techniques, unless these techniques (or compiler
optimizations) provoke significant changes in the algorithm
itself. In other words, when improving the application performance, it is expected that the application point moves along the
y axis (towards the uppermost roofline) without significantly
changing its position on the x-axis. As a consequence, a
simple rule of thumb can be followed in the performance
CARM when determining the potential execution bottlenecks
and deriving the optimization guidelines. Given the position
of application point in the performance CARM, an imaginary
vertical line should be drawn at the application AI, then
all rooflines intersected with this imaginary line represent
potential sources of execution bottlenecks (with a special
attention given to the rooflines above the application point).
For example, if an application rests in the memory-bound
region, its performance can be potentially boosted by applying
memory-related optimizations, e.g., by improving the memory access pattern and cache utilization for memory levels
corresponding to the slated rooflines positioned above the
application point (see the application point “M” in Figure 1).
On the other hand, for an application located in the computebound region (see the application point “C” in Figure 1), it
is worthwhile to explore techniques that aim at fully exploiting the capabilities of computational resources, in order to
approach to the performance levels that correspond to the
horizontal lines above the application point, e.g., the use of
advanced units or code vectorization and parallelization.
Although recent, the performance CARM [5] was already
used to aid architecture design and for optimization and
characterization of applications from different scientific domains [10–17], while several tools were also proposed to
ease the CARM-based analysis [18–20]. Moreover, CARM
was recently extended for power consumption and energyefficiency modeling for modern multi-cores with complex
memory hierarchy [6], as well as for GPU architectures [21].
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Fig. 1: Performance Cache-Aware Roofline Model for an Intel
6700K quad-core processor (Skylake micro-architecture).

expected, the maximum performance in the memory-bound
region is limited by the peak theoretical bandwidth of the L1
cache. The attainable performance for other memory levels is
lower due to reduced bandwidth when the data is transferred
from/to the memory levels further away from the core(s).
Regarding the computational units, Skylake micro-architecture
includes two dedicated ports for vectorized (AVX,SSE) and
scalar FP operations, i.e., fused multiply-add (FMA), addition
(ADD) and multiplication (MUL). The peak performance of
these units is represented in the performance CARM with a
set of horizontal lines, one for each type of operation (see
Figure 1). These horizontal lines mark the compute-bound
regions, where the maximum attainable performance of the
architecture corresponds to the AVX FP FMA instructions,
while the horizontal line for scalar instructions represent the
performance limit for non-vectorized compute-bound codes.
For each memory level, the point where the slanted (memory)
and the horizontal (compute) lines meet is designated as the
ridge point and it represents the minimum AI to reach the
maximum performance of the architecture (see Figure 1).
Once constructed, the performance CARM represents an
insightful tool to characterize the application behavior on a
given architecture by providing hints on potential execution
bottlenecks and guidelines for application optimization. For
example, a simple application is typically characterized with a
single point in the CARM plot depending on the application AI
(i.e., the ratio of FP and memory operations in the application
code) and the obtained performance when executed on a given
architecture (see application points “M” and “C” in Figure 1).
By observing the relative position of the application point in
respect to the modeled rooflines, one can derive: i) if the application is memory- or compute-bound, by determining if the
application AI (on the x-axis) is on the left or the right side of
the ridge point, respectively; and ii) how far is the application
from fully exploiting the architecture capabilities, by observing
the distance of the plotted application performance (on y-axis)
in respect to the modeled maximums (rooflines).

III. I NTEL A DVISOR ROOFLINE
Intel Advisor is a software tool for analyzing application
behavior on a wide range of Intel processors, which covers all
contemporary Intel CPU micro-architectures (from Nehalem to
Skylake) up to massively parallel devices (e.g., Intel Xeon Phi
x200 family, codenamed Knights Landing). It is constituted
by two main sets of features: Threading Advisor, which helps
in code design for thread-level parallelism; and Vectorization
Advisor, which is focused on aiding code vectorization using advanced instruction sets. Besides these features, in the
most recent updates, the Intel Advisor is enriched with the
performance CARM functionality [7–9, 22]. In particular, by
tightly coupling a powerful set of tools from Vectorization
Advisor and Roofline Analysis, the Intel Advisor can now
provide insightful performance and design hints to help in the
application optimization process.
To exploit the capabilities of Intel Advisor Roofline, it is
required to run the Survey and Trip Counts / FLOPS analysis
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instructions within a kernel that are executed during the entire
application runtime, while the latter provides the information
about the number of instructions of a given type that exist in
the code (on a per iteration basis). Both Instruction Mixes are
particularly useful, since they provide insights into application
design and code quality, as well as the additional hints on
possible execution bottlenecks. This information can also be
used to further correlate the application intrinsic properties
with their position in the performance CARM. For example,
a memory bound kernel, situated in the sloped left side of
the performance CARM, usually involves a high percentage
of memory operations in its Instruction Mixes. The similar
rationale can be applied for computationally intensive kernels,
which are positioned on the right side of the performance
CARM, and are expected to encompass a high amount of
compute operations in the instruction mix.
In the most recent update of Intel Advisor, the Hierarchical
Roofline feature is introduced, which allows visualization of
the agglomerative performance for several kernels in respect
to the parent kernel that invokes their execution. As shown in
Figure 2, this functionality is attained by connecting several
application kernels into a single parent dot, thus evaluating
the FLOPS and bytes contribution of each loop/function in
the main kernel (see the connection of kernel 1 in Figure 2).
This feature increases the insightfulness of the Intel Advisor
Roofline, since it eases the source code analysis with the
hierarchical application characterization.
The performance CARM in Intel Advisor also provides
very useful application optimization guidelines by following
the methodology presented in Section II for CARM-based
application characterization, optimization and bottleneck detection. For example, for kernels bounded by the horizontal
roofs, it is important to evaluate their vectorization potential
in order to improve their performance (before investigating
other potential bottlenecks). This step can be assisted by
the Intel Advisor dependency analysis, which enumerates all
vectorizable loops. Another interesting optimization scenario
occurs when a loop/function rests between different memory
roofs. In this situation, a special attention should be paid on
improving the memory access pattern, in particular to the
stride of accesses. For this purpose, one should rely on the
Intel Advisor memory access patterns analysis, in which the
iteration variable is probed in a selected loop.
As it can be observed, Intel Advisor CARM provides a
set of powerful tools for in-depth application performance
analysis on a given architecture and it eases the selection
of optimization techniques that can be applied to increase
application performance. This, in turn, avoids wasting time
in micro-optimizations that do not contribute greatly to the
overall performance of the application.

1
2

Fig. 2: Intel Advisor Roofline: Performance characterization
of Minighost loops on a single Intel i7-6700K core

when profiling an application. During this phase, Intel Advisor
also performs a set of quick benchmarks to assess the CARMrelated performance parameters of a given execution platform,
such as the realistically attainable bandwidth from different
memory levels to the core and the peak performance of
different arithmetic units, i.e., previously referred By and Fp
parameters (see Section II). These parameters are subsequently
used to automatically construct all necessary rooflines in the
performance CARM for a given micro-architecture.
Performance data of the target application is also extracted
during the Survey and Trip Counts analysis, e.g., the total
amount of floating point operations (flops), the total amount
of requested data (bytes), execution time and vectorization
efficiency. By combining this analysis with the performance
CARM, the final outcome of the Intel Advisor Roofline is produced where all loops and functions of the target applications
are characterized in the CARM plot.
Figure 2 presents an example of Intel Advisor CARM
characterization (hierarchical mode) for several loops in the
Minighost application [23] on a single core of Intel 6700K
processor (Skylake). As it can be seen, the automatically constructed performance CARM in the Intel Advisor encapsulates
all previously elaborated features (see Section II) when representing the attainable micro-architecture performance upperbounds for different levels of memory hierarchy (from L1 to
DRAM). The loops of Minighost application are represented
as dots in the CARM plot, which size and color is selected
relatively to their execution time, staring from green to yellow
and finally red. Green points are usually unworthy of attention,
since their contribution to the overall application execution
time is very small. However, the contribution of red and yellow
points to the overall execution time is more significant, thus
they represent the potential candidates for optimization.
Besides the visual performance CARM characterization of
application loops and functions (hereby also referred as kernels
and phases), Intel Advisor also provides an extensive set of
additional application information, including the results of
binary code instrumentation, such as: Dynamic Instruction Mix
and Static Instruction Mix. The former reports the amount of

IV. A PPLICATION CHARACTERIZATION WITH I NTEL
A DVISOR CARM
In order to verify the usefulness of the Intel Advisor
CARM features, a set of applications presented in Table I
were analyzed. These applications were chosen in order to
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TABLE I: Applications analyzed with Intel Advisor Roofline
Application

Language

# of Threads

Area

Toypush
RSBench
XSBench
Lulesh
MKL 1D-FFT
MKL 3D-FFT
MKL DGEMM
NPB-CG
NPB-EP
MiniGhost

Fortran
C
C
C++
C
C
C
Fortran
Fortran
Fortran

1
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

Physics
Physics
Statistics
Physics
Computational
Computational
Computational
Maths
Computational
Physics

3
2

1

Fig. 4: Performance characterization of Toypush kernels in
Intel Advisor Roofline
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80

loops labeled as toypush kernels 1, 2 and 3. According to
the presented instruction mix, it is expected that the execution
of kernel 1 is mainly limited by the memory accesses, since
the contribution of memory operations is greater than 50%,
while the contribution of all other instruction types is smaller.
In contrast, the instruction mixes for kernels 2 and 3 reveal
their more compute-bound nature, with a significantly higher
ratio attributed to compute operations.
The performance characterization of Toypush kernels in the
Intel Advisor Roofline is depicted in Figure 4. As it can be
observed, there are three main hotspots, one limited by memory (kernel 1) and two limited by computations (kernels 2 and
3). In particular, kernel 1 uses SSE vector instructions, with a
vector efficiency of 91%. If the execution of this kernel was
limited by the computations, the characterization point would
be positioned directly under the Vector ADD Roof. However,
according to the obtained AI, the kernel 1 is placed in the
memory-bound region, which is expected given the previously
analyzed instruction mix and high contribution of memory
operations (see Figure 3). By following the optimization
guidelines given by the performance CARM, the performance
of this kernel can be potentially improved by “breaking” the
DRAM roof, i.e., by improving the memory accesses. In order
to verify this possibility, a memory access patterns analysis
was performed, which revealed that the kernel 1 has a unit or
uniform stride with almost no data re-use, thus leaving very
little room for further performance improvements (apart from
the benefits of applying AVX vectorization).
As presented in Figure 4, kernel 2 is limited by computations, more precisely, by the Scalar Add Roof, since it
is dominated by scalar compute instructions. Therefore, to
increase performance of kernel 2, the natural step would be
to vectorize the code, with the aim to surpass the Scalar
Add Roof. Although the compiler-level analysis shows the
existence of data dependencies that prevent vectorization, an
in-depth dependency analysis was conducted in Intel Advisor
that revealed the false dependencies, thus allowing the kernel
vectorization. Finally, the third hotspot, kernel 3, as hinted
by its instruction mix, is inside the compute bound region
and limited by the DP Vector ADD Roof (SSE). This kernel
uses SSE instructions, with a vectorization efficiency of 90%,
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Fig. 3: Instruction mix for each analyzed application/kernel.

cover a wide range of scientific domains, from statistics and
physics, to digital signal processing and linear algebra. These
applications are coded in either C or Fortran 77/90, with the
exception of Lulesh which relies on certain C++ features. All
the applications were compiled with Intel Compiler 17.0.4.
In cases when selected applications contain more than one
execution kernel, the kernels are numbered in order to ease
their identification. In addition, Figure 3 shows the static
instruction mix given by Intel Advisor for each application
kernel by separating the contributions of compute, memory
and mixed operations, as well as other instruction types.
The experimental evaluation was conducted on a Linux
CentOS 7.2.15.11 platform, with a quad-core Intel Skylake
Core i7-6700K processor running at a fixed frequency of
4.0 GHz, and 32GB of DDR4 DRAM (2.4GHz with CL15
latency). During the evaluation, Turbo Boost and hardware
prefetching were disabled. In this analysis, only the application
kernels with a major impact on the total execution time were
considered, since they represent kernels with the most potential
for optimization.
A. Toypush
Toypush is a simple particle in cell push program [24].
As presented in Figure 3, Toypush consists of three main
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Fig. 6: Performance characterization of XsBench kernels in
Intel Advisor Hierarchical Roofline

Fig. 5: Performance characterization of RsBench kernels in
Intel Advisor Hierarchical Roofline

C. XSBench
XSBench provides an implementation of a key computational kernel of the Monte Carlo neutronics application
OpenMC [26]. According to Intel Advisor analysis, XSBench
contains 4 kernels with a significant contribution to the overall
execution time, which can be considered as potential optimization candidates. However, after an in-depth code analysis,
it was concluded that one of the kernels is responsible for
initialization of data structures (kernel 2), while all three
remaining kernels form a single kernel, i.e., kernel 1. As a
consequence, Hierarchical Roofline was used in order to take
into account the joint contribution of these three kernels, which
is represented in Figure 6 as kernel 1 (including its Intel
Advisor cloned version). The kernel 1 contains several nested
loops dominated by memory instructions, as presented in its
instruction mix in Figure 3. This information correlates with
the visual insights given by the performance CARM in Figure 6, which places the kernel 1 in the memory-bound region,
limited by DRAM accesses. Further performance improvement
of kernel 1 with code vectorization is very limited, since one
of its inners loops is already vectorized. On the other hand,
according to the memory pattern analysis, the kernel 1 involves
accesses with mixed strides, with 38% of irregular strides,
which is further reinforced by its position in the performance
CARM. Hence, the substitution of gather/scatter instructions
and the use of a higher ISA may represent some viable
approaches to further optimize the execution of this kernel.

although it involves a significant amount of division and
square-root instructions. As suggested by the performance
CARM, the performance of this kernel can be potentially
improved by upgrading the used ISA to AVX instructions.

B. RSBench
RSBench is an application to compute the multipole resonance representation lookup cross-section algorithm [25].
According to Intel Advisor, there are three kernels that could
benefit from optimizations. However, after careful inspection,
it is observed that one of the kernels belongs to the other,
thus one should rely on Hierarchical Roofline when analyzing
their performance, as shown in Figure 5. These two kernels are
collapsed into a kernel labeled with 1, which is also replicated
via Intel Advisor cloning (see Figure 5). The execution of
kernel 1 is diversely affected by both compute and memory operations, which is corroborated by its instruction mix
presented in Figure 3 and the performance characterization
provided in the Intel Advisor Roofline (see Figure 5). The
performance CARM positions the kernel 1 between the Scalar
Add and DRAM rooflines, thus confirming a higher impact
of memory operations in the instruction mix. By performing
the dependency analysis in Intel Advisor, the existence of strict
RAW (read-after-write) dependencies is confirmed, which also
prevents the code vectorization. On the other hand, when
analyzing the memory access pattern, this kernel involves
accesses with mixed strides due to the use of gather and scatter
AVX instructions. As it can be observed, the combination of
these factors provokes diverse effects on the performance of
kernel 1, which is resembled by its position in the performance
CARM. Kernel 2 from RSBench is a function from Short
Vector Math Library. As suggested by its instruction mix, this
kernel is expected to be limited by memory operations, which
is also confirmed by its performance characterization in Intel
Advisor Roofline. However, to further improve performance
of this kernel, a low level code analysis is needed.

D. Lulesh
Lulesh refers to the Livermore Unstructured Lagrangian
Explicit Shock Hydrodynamics and it is an application that
models hydrodynamics in a simplistic and hard-coded fashion [27]. When characterizing Lulesh in the Intel Advisor, a
large number of kernels can be spotted. As it can be observed
in Figure 7, all Lulesh kernels are placed between the L3 and
DRAM Roofs in the performance CARM, thus confirming
their memory bound nature inferred from the instruction
mixes presented in Figure 3. For these cases, the memory
access pattern analysis was also performed, which reveled the
unitary or uniform strides. Intel Advisor also suggests several
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Fig. 9: Performance characterization of MKL 1D-FFT kernel
in Intel Advisor Hierarchical Roofline

Fig. 7: Performance characterization of Lulesh kernels in Intel
Advisor Roofline

Fig. 10: Performance characterization of MKL 3D-FFT kernel
in Intel Advisor Hierarchical Roofline
Fig. 8: Performance characterization of MKL DGEMM kernel
in Intel Advisor Hierarchical Roofline
memory accesses with a unit stride, with the remaining 18%
being constant strides. However, the computational complexity
of this kernel is not sufficient enough to effectively hide the
time required to perform data transfers.
The third and last MKL application, 3D-FFT, is an AVX
function that is characterized between the L3, DRAM and
Scalar ADD peak roofs, as presented in Figure 10. However,
since 3D-FFT is mostly dominated by vector instructions,
the Scalar ADD peak roof should not be considered as the
performance limitation factor. As a result, the preference
CARM reveals the memory-bound nature of 3D-FFT kernel.
By performing the memory access patterns analysis of MKL
3D-FFT, it can be noticed that it includes mainly unitary
strides (74%) mixed with the constant ones (26%). For both
FFT applications, Intel Advisor provides the hints to eliminate
the inefficiency in memory accesses by relying on the Intel
SIMD Data Layout Templates. Moreover, from these analyses,
it is possible to conclude that MKL applications are highly
optimized for the Skylake micro-architecture and they allow
to extract most potential from this system.

techniques to improve performance of Lulesh kernels, such as
code vectorization and to disable unrolling.
E. Intel MKL Routines
Math Kernel Library (MKL) is a mathematical library
developed by Intel consisting of highly optimized routines,
typically used in high performance computational kernels
and for platform benchmarking [28]. From this library, three
benchmarks were selected: double precision FP matrix multiplication (MKL DGEMM), one dimensional and 3D fast
Fourier transform (MKL 1D-FFT and MKL 3D-FFT). Although each of these benchmarks invokes several kernels
during the execution, the aggregate performance of these
kernels will be analyzed herein (on a per application basis)
by relying on the Intel Advisor Hierarchical Roofline feature.
Figure 8 presents the characterization obtained for the
MKL-DGEMM routine. As it can be seen, MKL-DGEMM
is placed in the compute region, bounded by the DP Vector
FMA roof. This result also confirms the observations extracted
from the presented instruction mix in Figure 3, which shows
a clear domination of vector FMA compute instructions. On
the other hand, MKL 1D-FFT is an AVX function dominated
by memory vector instructions, which matches its DRAMbound characterization in the performance CARM presented
in Figure 9. When analyzing the memory access pattern of
MKL 1D-FFT, it can be concluded that it involves 82% of

F. NPB
NAS Parallel Benchmarks from NASA’s Advanced Supercomputing Division represent a set of computational fluid
dynamics applications designed to evaluate the parallel performance of supercomputers [29]. From the original set,
two applications were selected for analysis: CG (ConjugateGradient) and EP (Embarrassingly-Parallel).
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Fig. 11: Performance characterization of NPB CG kernel in
Intel Advisor Roofline

Fig. 13: Performance characterization of Minighost kernel
Intel Advisor Roofline

G. Minighost
Minighost is part of Sandia Mantevo Benchmark suite and
it performs the halo exchange pattern of structured and blockstructured explicit applications [23]. There is a single hotspot
worthwhile of optimization effort, as presented in Figure 13.
This is a vectorized kernel that uses AVX instructions with
a vector efficiency of 82%. As a result, this kernel can not
be limited by the Scalar ADD Roof, although it is positioned
below it. Along with the fact that the considered kernel resides
in the region between the L3 and DRAM roofs, it is getting
clear that the kernel is cache- and memory-bound. From the
conducted memory access pattern analysis, it can be concluded
that this kernel does not involve any latency penalization from
irregular strides, since all memory accesses have a unit stride.
This drives us to the conclusion that the kernel is primarily
limited by memory and L3 throughput. Possible optimization
direction in this case is to increase the share of memory
accesses that hit L3 and other caches using techniques such
as loop blocking.

Fig. 12: Performance characterization of NPB EP kernel in
Intel Advisor Roofline

As it can be seen in Figure 11, CG includes a single hotspot
positioned deep down in the memory bound region, below the
DRAM roof in the performance CARM. This characterization results correlate with the instruction mix, presented in
Figure 3, which reveals a significant contribution of memory
instructions over the other instruction types. In addition, the
memory-bound characterization of CG can also be inferred
from the amount of optimization hints given by Intel Advisor,
which recommends: i) adding iterations of the reminder to the
main loop or increasing the size of the involved structures
to allow for data padding; ii) resolving data misalignment,
which contributes to slower data fetching; and iii) considering
potential performance benefits from using FMA instructions
by relying on the AVX2 instruction set.
In what concerns the EP benchmark, it consists of a single kernel, which performance is characterized in Figure 12
below the L3 roof, i.e., in the memory-bound region. The
instruction mix presented in Figure 3 supports this placement,
given the high number of memory instructions. To further
investigate possible methods for performance improvements
of this kernel, dependency analysis was performed in Intel
Advisor, which identified RAW data dependencies as limiting
factors for code vectorization. The memory access pattern
analysis was also conducted, where 79% of uniform accesses,
7% of constant and 14% of irregular strides were detected. As
a result, the optimization effort should focus on improving the
memory access, given the high percentage of uniform strides.

V. O PTIMIZATION AND V ECTORIZATION E XAMPLE
To show the usefulness of optimization guidelines derived
from the performance CARM and Intel Advisor, a set of
different kernels from Toypush application were optimized by
following their insights. In addition, this analysis also presents
how the application of different optimization techniques affect
the kernel characterization in the Intel Advisor Roofline.
As referred in Section IV, Toypush consists of three main
optimization hotspots. While kernels 2 and 3 are limited by
computations, kernel 1 is bound by memory, as shown in
Figure 4. According to Intel Advisor Roofline, all three kernels
present a room for performance improvement by employing a
higher ISA (with XCORE-AVX2 flag) and, in particular for
kernel 2, by unrolling the inner loop to allow vectorization.
By applying these optimization techniques, all three kernels
of Toypush application suffered a substantial improvement in
their performance, as presented in Figure 14. As it can be
observed, the applied optimizations barely affect the AI of
different kernels due to the fact that CARM observes the
data traffic from the core perspective and considers the true
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TABLE II: Performance and arithmetic intensity of Toypush
kernels before and after optimization.

Applications
Application

Toypush

Kernel 1
Kernel 2
Kernel 3

Before Optimization

After Optimization

GFLOP/s

AI

GFLOP/s

AI

0.89
6.27
11.64

0.12
0.27
0.33

2.64
40.33
27.74

0.11
0.29
0.38

Fig. 15: Instruction mix of different Toypush kernels, before
(left) and after (right) optimization.

VI. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the methodology for interpreting the performance Cache-aware Roofline Model (CARM) plots was
presented, including a thorough experimental study to show
the usefulness and usability of CARM integration in Intel Advisor, especially when analyzing application hotspots, detecting potential execution bottlenecks and offering performance
optimization hints. For this purpose, a set of 10 single-threaded
and multi-threaded applications from different benchmark
suites were analyzed on the state-of-the-art platform with an
quad-core Intel Skylake processor. This study revealed that
the performance CARM in Intel Advisor represents a useful
visualization tool for high level application analysis, without
the need for deep knowledge of the code characteristics.
When coupled with a set of powerful analysis tools and the
newly introduced hierarchical feature, Intel Advisor Roofline
allows a fast and insightful analysis of applications, and it
can also guide software developers in the optimization process
with the aim to fully exploit the architecture capabilities. By
relying on the optimization hits given by Intel Advisor, a set
of kernels from Toypush application were optimized, which
allowed achieving performance improvements of up to 6.43
times when compared to non-optimized codes.

arithmetic intensity. However, by improving the performance
of different kernels, their characterization points moved along
the y axis towards the regions of higher performance.
As a consequence, the potential limiting factors for attaining better performance have also changed for the optimized kernels, when compared to their original versions.
For example, kernel 1 is now bound by L3 cache, while
its unoptimized version was DRAM-bound. Kernel 2 almost
reaches the maximum sustainable performance of the architecture by approaching to the DP Vector FMA Roof, while
it was bound by the Scalar ADD Peak performance before
applying any optimizations. The optimized version of kernel 3
resides very near the DP Vector ADD Roof. The performance
characterization of optimized Toypush kernels in Intel Advisor
Roofline also corroborates with their respective instruction
mixes, presented in Figure 15. Although no major differences
can be observed when comparing the instruction mixes of
optimized and non-optimized kernels, for kernels 2 and 3 an
increasing impact of the mixed instructions can be noticed at
the cost of reducing the impact of memory operations.
Table II summarizes the experimentally obtained performance improvements on a per kernel basis, before and after
applying the kernel optimizations. As previously referred, no
significant changes can be spotted in the AI of different kernels
when comparing their optimized and non-optimized versions.
However, depending on the kernel type, different performance
gains were achieved. In particular, by code vectorization, the
performance of kernels 1 and 3 is improved by 3.15 and 2.38
times, respectively. However, the highest performance gains
were achieved for kernel 2, which performance was improved
by 6.43 times when compared to the unoptimized version.
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